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For each page u in the set of randomly selected URLs, assign a unique identifier between 1 and N.

Define reachability measure M(u) for each page in the set of randomly selected pages as:

$$ M(u) = \frac{1}{D^k} \left( 1 - \frac{2}{N} \sum_{v \in P(u)} M(v) \right) $$

where $D$ is a parameter $0.1 < D < 0.15$, $N$ is the total number of pages in the set of randomly selected pages, $P(u)$ is the number of links to other pages in page $u$, and each of the $v$'s is a predecessor page having a link to page $u$.

Initialize all $M(u) = \frac{1}{N}$

Compute $M(u)$, for each $u$, in accordance with right side of above equation.

$X = \sum_{u} M(u)$ for all $u$.

Set $M(u) = M(u)X$ for all $u$.

Compute $RMS = \sqrt{\sum_{u} (M(u) - M_{threshold})^2}$

YES

$RMS + threshold$?

NO

DONE

ABSTRACT

A system generates a list of near-uniform samples of data sets (e.g., web pages) from among a plurality of host computers. The system performs a random walk so as to generate a set of visited addresses. For each address in the set, a reachability measure is computed. Then, samples are selected from the set, such that the probability of selecting a given address is inversely proportional to the reachability measure for the address. The selected samples form the list of near-uniform samples.
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For each page "u" visited during the random walk, compute reachability measure $M(u)$:

$$M(u) = \frac{\text{Number of time } "u" \text{ was visited during the random walk}}{\text{Total number of pages visited during the random walk}}$$
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FIG. 6
For each page "u" in the set of randomly selected URL's, assign a unique identifier between 1 and N.

Define reachability measure $M(u)$ for each page in the set of randomly selected pages as:

$$M'(u) = \frac{D}{N} + (1-D) \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{M(u_i)}{Out(u_i)}$$

where $D$ is a parameter $0.1 < D < 0.15$, $N$ is the total number of pages in the set of randomly selected pages, $Out(u_i)$ is the number of links to other pages in page $u_i$, and each of the $k$ $u_i$'s is a predecessor page having a link to page $u$.

Initialize all $M(u) = 1/N$

Compute $M'(u)$, for each $u$, in accordance with the right side of the above equation.

$$X = \sum M'(u)$$

Set $M(u) = M'(u)/X$ for all $u$.

Compute $RMS = \sqrt{\sum (M(u_i) - M_{previous}(u_i))^2}$

Yes $RMS >$ threshold?

No $\rightarrow$ Done
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR NEAR-UNIFORM SAMPLING OF WEB PAGE ADDRESSES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a system and method for sampling web page addresses by performing a random walk, so that a near-uniform sample is obtained.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Documents on interconnected computer networks are typically stored on numerous host computers that are connected over the networks. For example, so-called "web pages" may be stored on the global computer network known as the Internet, which includes the world wide web. Web pages can also be stored on Intranets, which are typically private networks maintained by corporations, government entities, and other groups. Each web page, whether on the world wide web or an Intranet, has a distinct address called its uniform resource locator (URL), which at least in part identifies the location or host computer of the web page. Many of the documents on Intranets and the world wide web are written in standard document description languages (e.g., HTML, XML). These languages allow an author of a document to create hypertext links to other documents. Hypertext links allow a reader of a document to quickly move to another web page by clicking on the links. These links are typically highlighted in the original web page. A web page containing hypertext links to other web pages generally refers to those pages by their URL's. Links in a web page may refer to web pages that are stored in the same or different host computers.

It is often desirable to obtain statistical information about web pages on the world wide web, including information about the characteristics of the URL's of the web pages as well as information about the characteristics of the documents referred to by the URL's. Examples of characteristics of the URL's for which statistical information may be gathered include length of the URL, number of arcs in the URL's, port numbers, file name extensions, and top level Internet domains. Examples of characteristics of the documents for which statistical information may be gathered include length, character set used, language, number of outbound links, number of embedded images, and percentage that are directed to a particular interest (e.g., political, sports, business) or activity (e.g., e-commerce).

Referring to FIG. 1A, a list containing a randomly selected set of URL's may be obtained by performing a random walk of the web (i.e., the world wide web, or the web on an Intranet). Starting with a seed set of URL’s, the random walk engine downloads a URL selected at random from the seed set. Any outgoing links are extracted from the downloaded URL. The random walk engine selects an outgoing link, if any, at random to become the current URL. If there is no outgoing link in the downloaded URL, a seed is chosen at random from the seed set. Each downloaded page not in the seed set is added to the seed set. The list of randomly selected URL’s may be obtained by selecting the URL’s of the visited pages, or the URL’s of visited pages plus all URL’s referenced by the visited pages, or by randomly selecting a subset of the pages from either of the aforementioned sets of URL’s.

Referring to FIG. 1B, another way to obtain a random sample of URL’s is to randomly select one or more search terms from a lexicon, perform a search engine query using the selected search terms, and then randomly select one or more URL’s from the search results. The selected URL or URL’s are added to the list of randomly selected URL’s. This process may then be repeated until a suitably sized list of randomly selected URL’s has been formed.

While the random sampling procedures described above result in a list of random URL’s, the list is biased toward well connected URL’s. Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a small portion of a hypothetical set of interlinked pages 51–65. As can be seen, some pages have only one inbound link, while others have much larger numbers of inbound links. The URL for a page that is referred to by many pages is more likely to be visited during a random walk, and also more likely to be indexed by a search engine than a URL that is referred to by few pages. Therefore the list generated by the aforementioned procedures is not uniformly representative of the URL’s (or pages) in the set of reachable pages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a system and method for generating a list of near-uniform samples of data sets (e.g., web pages) from among a plurality of host computers. The system performs a random walk so as to generate a set of visited addresses, sometimes called a set of randomly selected addresses, wherein each address in the set corresponds to a data set. For each address in the set of visited addresses, a reachability measure is computed. Then, samples are selected from the set of visited addresses, such that the probability of selecting a given address is inversely proportional to the reachability measure for the address. The selected samples form the list of near-uniform samples.

In an exemplary embodiment, the set of visited addresses is generated by selecting a current address uniformly at random from a seed set, downloading a data set using the current address, and adding the current address along with the outbound links in the corresponding data set to the set of visited addresses. If the data set contains no outbound links, another address is selected uniformly at random from the seed set to become the new current address. Otherwise, a new current address is selected by computing a uniformly random real value r. When r is less than a predetermined value D, an address is selected uniformly at random from the seed set to become the new address, and otherwise an address is selected uniformly at random from the outbound links of the downloaded data set to become the new current address.

In an exemplary embodiment, the reachability measure for each respective address may be set equal to a visited ratio, comprising a ratio of the number of visits to the respective address to the total number of pages visited during the random walk of the data sets. Alternately, the reachability measure for each respective address may be set equal to the page rank of the data set at the address, where the page rank is an estimate, computed using a predefined page rank function, of what fraction of visits in an infinitely long random walk of reachable data sets at the plurality of hosts would be to the data set at the respective address.

In an exemplary embodiment, the sampling of addresses in the set of visited addresses is accomplished by computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure, and then, for each sample to be included in the list of near-uniform samples by selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function, and adding to the list the address (from the set of visited addresses) that corresponds to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. 1A and 1B are flow charts of prior art methods for generating a non-uniform random sample of data set addresses.

FIG. 2 depicts a set of linked data sets.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a distributed computer system, including a web crawler or other computer for implementing the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a data structure representing a list of visited data sets.

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a random walk procedure performed by each thread of a system implementing an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a sampling procedure performed by a system implementing an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a first procedure for generating a reachability value for each address in a set of data set addresses, based on a visited ratio function.

FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a second procedure for generating a reachability value for each address in a set of data set addresses, based on a page rank function.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary embodiment of a distributed computer system 100. The distributed computer system 100 includes a web crawler 115 connected to a network 120 through a network interconnection 116. The network 120 may be a global communication network, such as the Internet, or a private network, sometimes called an Intranet. Examples of network interconnection 116 includes switches, routers, etc.

The Internet network 120 includes web servers 121 and a service known as a domain name system 122. It may also optionally include a web page indexing system 123. The web servers 121 store web pages. The domain name system 122 is a distributed database that provides the mapping between Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and host names. The domain name system 122 is a distributed system because no single site on the Internet has the domain name mapping information for all the web servers in the network. Each site participating in the domain name system 122 maintains its own database of information and runs a server program that other systems across the Intranet or Internet can query. The domain name system provides the protocol that allows clients and servers to communicate with each other. Any application may look up the IP address (or addresses) corresponding to a given host name or the host name corresponding to a given IP address in the domain name system 122. An application accesses the domain name system 122 through a resolver. The resolver contacts one or more name servers to perform a mapping of a host name to the corresponding IP address, or vice versa. Given a host name may be associated with more than one IP address because an Intranet or Internet host may have multiple interfaces, with each interface of the host having a unique IP address. The domain name system 122 may be accessed by the web crawler 115 in the process of downloading web pages from the world wide web.

Web Crawler System

The web crawler 115 includes a communications interface, or network connection, 102, one or more CPU's 101, an operator interface 103 (which may be remotely located on another computer), primary or main memory 104 and secondary (e.g. disk) memory 112. In an exemplary embodiment, the network connection 102 is able to handle overlapping communication requests. The memory 104 includes:

- a multitasking operating system 105;
- an Intranet/Internet access procedure 106 for fetching web pages as well as communicating with the domain name system 122;
- one or more threads 108 for downloading web pages from the servers 121, and processing the downloaded web pages;
- a main web crawler procedure, herein called the random walk module or procedure 110, executed by each of the threads 108;
- a set of URL's called the seed set 130;
- a list of visited URL's 132 that identifies the URL's of pages visited during a random walk; the list data structure preferably also stores the URL's of the outbound links in the visited pages (see FIG. 4);
- an unbiased sampling module or procedure 134 for sampling URL's from the list of visited URL's 132;
- a near-uniform list of URL's 135 generated by the unbiased sampling procedure 134.

Referring to FIG. 4, in a preferred embodiment the list of visited URL's 132 is stored in a data structure that includes a primary list of URL entries 136, each entry including a URL 137 and a pointer 138 to a list 139 of outbound link URL's. If a visited page contains no outbound links, the pointer 138 in the corresponding entry 136 is given a null value; otherwise it points to a list 139 of outbound link URL's stored by the random walk procedure. In embodiments in which the links between visited pages is not used by the unbiased sampling procedure 134, the pointers 138 and lists 139 need not be stored.

The URL's stored in the primary list of URL entries 136 are sampled by the unbiased sampling procedure 134. The URL's from the outbound links of visited pages are not sampled by the sampling procedure 134. Note that some of the unvisited URL's from outbound links may be invalid (there is no guarantee that the URL's in outbound links refer to existing data sets).

The set of addresses in the list of visited URL's 132 (i.e., the primary list of URL's actually visited by the random walk procedure) is sometimes herein called a set of randomly selected addresses, because the addresses in the list are generated by a random walk procedure.

Random Walk Module/Procedure

Referring to FIG. 5, the random walk procedure begins by selecting a URL at random from a seed set of URL's (140). Random selection is performed, typically, by generating a random number r between 0 and 1, using any of a number of random or pseudo-random number generation techniques, which are well known to those of ordinary skill in the art. If the seed list has M entries, identified by indices 0 to M-1, the random number r is multiplied by M and the resulting value is then converted into an integer index, such as by rounding that value down to the closest integer. The URL corresponding to the integer index is the randomly selected URL. Except as otherwise described herein, all other random selection steps in the exemplary embodiments shall be assumed to be performed in a manner similar to that just described.
The seed set of URL's may be generated in any of a variety of ways. Typically, the pages in the seed set are well connected pages that are each within a small number of links to large numbers of other web pages.

The page at the selected URL (called the current URL) is downloaded (142). If the URL for the current page is not in the seed set, it is added to the seed set. Also, the current URL, along with the URL links in the downloaded page, are recorded in the list of visited addresses (144). The outbound (also called outgoing) URL links, if any, of the visited URL are preferably recorded (in an outbound link URL list 139, FIG. 4) by the random walk procedure so that this information does not need to be collected during computation of the page rank function, as described below. In embodiments where this outbound URL link information is not needed later, it is preferably not recorded in the list of visited URL's. If the downloaded page includes outbound links to other pages (146-Yes), a next URL is selected as follows. First, a random value r is generated (150). If r is less than a predefined value D (152), a next URL is selected at random from the seed set (140), and otherwise a next URL is selected at random from among the URL's in the outbound links of the current downloaded page. The predefined value D is preferably a value between 0.1 and 0.15. The comparison of random value r with predefined value D at step 152 is used to randomly limit the length of each walk (measured in terms of downloaded pages) that starts with a page in the seed set to a number whose average value is equal to the inverse of D. Thus, if D is equal to 0.14, then an average of approximately seven (i.e., \( \frac{1}{0.14} \)) pages are downloaded by the random walk starting at each selected page in the seed set.

When a downloaded page contains no outbound links (146-No), a next URL is randomly selected from the seed set (140).

The random walk procedure is performed by each of the threads of the web crawler until a predefined termination condition is reached. Examples of suitable termination conditions include: the list of visited pages reaching a particular size (i.e., the number of visited pages reaching a predefined threshold), or a particular amount of time expiring.

In alternate exemplary embodiments, the random walk procedure could be implemented in any of a variety of different ways. For instance, the random walk procedure could select and download P pages, using P-1 successive links, for each page randomly selected from the seed set, with an appropriate provision for handling downloaded pages having no outbound links. For instance, pages with no outbound links can be handled as described above, or by randomly selecting another link from the previously downloaded page. Many other ways of conducting the random walk could also be used.

The number of pages visited during a random walk will vary from as low as a thousand as high as several millions, or perhaps more as greater bandwidth and computing power become available. The list of visited pages, as a basis for generating a uniformly random set of URL's is not particularly useful unless the base set of visited URL's is large enough to fairly represent the pages in the relevant “space” of pages. Typically, when the set of pages for which the uniformly random set is to be generated is the world wide web, the random walk should visit at least 100,000 and preferably at least a million pages. For sets of pages in an Intranet, the number of visited pages in the random walk will be a function of the number of distinct pages in the Intranet and the diversity of pages therein.

### Unbiased Sampling Module/Procedure

Once the random walk is completed, the sampling procedure is used to generate an unbiased sampling of URL's from the list of visited URL's. As indicated earlier, the list of visited URL's is heavily biased toward well connected pages that are referenced by many other pages. The purpose of the sampling procedure is to generate a list of samples of URL's that compensates for that bias, so as to generate a near-uniform set of URL's. It may be noted that this list of samples, sometimes herein referred to as a “set of samples” or a “sampled set,” may include more than one occurrence of some URL's.

Referring to FIG. 6, the unbiased sampling procedure begins by computing a reachability measure or value for each URL in the list of visited URL's (170). There are at least two ways to compute or generate a reachability value. Referring to FIG. 7, the simpler of the two is to set the reachability value to a “visited ratio” (VR), computed for each URL u as follows:

\[
VR(u) = \frac{\text{number of times } u \text{ was visited during the random walk}}{\text{total number page visits during the random walk}}
\]

where u represents one of the URL's in the list of visited URL's. A page is “visited” during the random walk when it is downloaded (see step 142). "Visiting" a URL and visiting the page referenced by a URL are considered to mean the same thing.

Computation of the visited ratio requires that the random walk procedure keep track of (A) the number of times each URL in the list of visited URL's is visited during the random walk, and (B) the total number of page visits during the random walk.

The reachability value for a URL can alternately be set to a page rank value, determined by a page rank function whose operation is shown in FIG. 8. In this version, a unique identifier (1 to N) is assigned to each distinct URL in the set of visited URL's (190). The reachability measure M(u) for each page is initially set to a value of 1/N (194). Then, an updated reachability measure M(u) is computed for each u (196), in accordance with the following page rank formula:

\[
M'(u) = \frac{D}{N} + (1 - D) \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{M(u_i)}{Out(u_i)}
\]

where u is one of the URL's in the list of visited URL's, D is the aforementioned parameter preferably having a value between 0.1 and 0.15, N is the total number of distinct URL's in list of visited URL's, Out(u_i) is the number of outbound links to other pages in the page at u_i, and each of the k pages at URL's u_i for i=1 to k, is a predecessor page having a link to page u.

In order to be able to compute the M(u) values, the procedure computing the page rank function will need to access the outbound link information stored in the list of visited pages by the random walk procedure. This outbound link information is used when computing the value of M(u) for each distinct URL in the list of visited URL's in order to determine which pages have links to each page u for which a page rank is being computed. In other words, inbound link information for each page u is extracted from the outbound link information stored in the visited list.
The sum
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{M(u_i)}{\text{Out}(u_i)} \]
in the above equation represents the probability of the random walk linking from any predecessor page to page \( u \), and the product of that sum with 1-D represents the probability that random walk would reach page \( u \) by linking from a predecessor page. The D/N factor in the above equation represents the probability of the random walk procedure selecting page \( u \) from the set of seed pages (FIG. 5, 140). The \( M(u) \) values computed in 196 are normalized by summing the \( M(u) \) values for all the distinct URL's in the list of visited URL's so as to generate a value \( X \), and then dividing the \( M(u) \) values by \( X \) to compute an updated \( M(u) \) value for each URL \( u \) (197). In addition, a root mean square error value RMS is computed to determine the "distance" between the previous set of \( M(u) \) values (if any) and the current set of \( M(u) \) values in accordance with the standard root mean square formula:

\[ \text{RMS} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (M(u_i) - \text{Previous}(u_i))^2} \]

The page rank function is repeated (steps 196, 197) until the error value RMS falls below a preselected threshold (198). The final set of normalized page rank values \( M(u) \) computed by the page rank function are used by the sampling procedure as the reachability values for the URL's in the list of visited URL's.

Once the reachability values for the URL's in the list of visited URL's have been generated (170), the sampling procedure (FIG. 6) continues. As indicated earlier, unique identifiers, such as 1 to \( N \), are assigned to each of the distinct URL's in the list of visited URL's (172). A probability density function PDF(i) is computed (174) for each of the URL's, by computing the inverse of the reachability value \( M(u) \) for each of the URL's:

\[ \text{PDF}(i) = \frac{1}{M(i)} \text{ for } i = 1 \text{ to } N \]

and the sum \( S \) of the probability densities is also computed (176). It is noted that "the normalized PDF(i) value" for each URL is equal to PDF(i)/S, and that the sum of the normalized PDF(i) values is equal to 1.

Then, a cumulative probability density function PDF(CDF) is generated (178) as follows. CDF(0) is set to 0. CDF(i) is set to CDF(0) plus PDF(1)/S. Subsequently, the CDF for each URL \( i \) is set equal to the CDF of the previous URL \( i-1 \) plus the normalized PDF value of URL \( i \), as follows:

\[ \text{CDF}(i) = \text{CDF}(i-1) + \frac{\text{PDF}(i)}{S} \text{ for } i = 1 \text{ to } N. \]

Note that by this definition, CDF(N) is equal to 1. The resulting cumulative probability density function CDF allocates to each URL \( i \) an amount of "space" between CDF(i-1) and CDF(i) that is equal to the normalized probability density function for that URL. Furthermore, the amount of space allocated to each URL in CDF is the inverse of the reachability measure of that URL. At the conclusion of step 178 the sampling procedure has constructed a cumulative probability density function CDF that is ready for sampling.

Sampling of CDF, and thus of the URL's in the list of visited URL's is accomplished as follows. A random value \( r \) is generated, having a value between 0 and 1. Using the value of \( r \), an index \( i \) is selected such that \( \text{CDF}(i-1) < r \leq \text{CDF}(i) \) (182), and then the corresponding URL (i.e., the one assigned identifier \( i \) in step 172) is added to the list of uniformly sampled URL's (184). Steps 180 to 184 are repeated until a termination condition is reached (186), such as when the uniformly sampled list contains a predefined number of URL's. The resulting uniformly sampled list 135 (FIG. 3) can then be used for any of the tasks mentioned above in the Background section of this document.

Alternate Embodiments

The present invention can be implemented as a computer program product that includes a computer program mechanism embedded in a computer readable storage medium. For instance, the computer program product could contain the program modules shown in FIG. 3. These program modules may be stored on a CD-ROM, magnetic disk storage product, or any other computer readable data or program storage product. The software modules in the computer program product may also be distributed electronically, via the Internet or otherwise, by transmission of a computer data signal (in which the software modules are embedded) on a carrier wave.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of generating a list of near-uniform samples of data sets from among a plurality of host computers, comprising the steps of:
   (a) generating a set of randomly selected addresses, wherein each address in the set of randomly selected addresses corresponds to a data set, and two or more addresses in the set are distinct addresses;
   (b) for each distinct address in the set of randomly selected addresses, computing a reachability measure; and
   (c) selecting samples from the set of randomly selected addresses, such that the probability of selecting a given distinct address is inversely proportional to the reachability measure for the distinct address, the selected samples comprising the list of near-uniform samples.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the generating step (a) comprises the following steps:
   (a) generating a current address;
   (b) downloading a data set corresponding to the current address;
   (c) adding the current address to the set of randomly selected addresses; and
   (d) when the current address is not in a seed set, adding the current address to the seed set.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the selecting step comprises the following steps:
   (a) when selecting an initial current address, selecting as the current address an address uniformly at random from the seed set;
comprises the following steps:

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the computing step (b) comprises the following steps:

(a) selecting a current address;
(b) selecting a visited ratio comprising a ratio of visits to the respective distinct address to a total number of a addresses visited during performance of step (a) the method;
(c) for each respective distinct address in the set, setting the reachability measure equal to a page rank comprising an estimate, computed using a predefined page rank function, of what fraction of visits in an infinitely long random walk of reachable data sets at the plurality of hosts would be to a data set at the respective distinct address.

6. The method of claim 3, wherein the computing step (b) comprises the following steps:

(a) selecting a current address;
(b) selecting a visited ratio comprising a ratio of visits to the respective distinct address to a total number of a addresses visited during performance of step (a);
(c) for each respective distinct address in the set, setting the reachability measure equal to a page rank comprising an estimate, computed using a predefined page rank function, of what fraction of visits in an infinitely long random walk of reachable data sets at the plurality of hosts would be to a data set at the respective distinct address.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the computing step (b) comprises the following steps:

(a) selecting a current address;
(b) selecting a visited ratio comprising a ratio of visits to the respective distinct address to a total number of a addresses visited during performance of step (a);
(c) for each respective distinct address in the set, setting the reachability measure equal to a page rank comprising an estimate, computed using a predefined page rank function, of what fraction of visits in an infinitely long random walk of reachable data sets at the plurality of hosts would be to a data set at the respective distinct address.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the sampling step (c) comprises the following steps:

(a) otherwise, selecting as the current address a new address, wherein the selection comprises:
   (a-1) when there are no referred data sets in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a new address uniformly at random from the seed set; and
   (a-2) when there is at least one referred data set in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a uniform real-valued random value \( r \), and where \( r \) is less than a predetermined value, selecting an address uniformly at random from the seed set to be the new address, and where \( r \) is greater than or equal to the predetermined value, selecting uniformly at random an address of one of the referred data sets to be the new address.

9. The method of claim 4, wherein the sampling step (c) comprises the following steps:

(a) otherwise, selecting as the current address a new address, wherein the selection comprises:
   (a-1) when there are no referred data sets in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a new address uniformly at random from the seed set; and
   (a-2) when there is at least one referred data set in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a uniform real-valued random value \( r \), and where \( r \) is less than a predetermined value, selecting an address uniformly at random from the seed set to be the new address, and where \( r \) is greater than or equal to the predetermined value, selecting uniformly at random an address of one of the referred data sets to be the new address.

10. The method of claim 5, wherein the sampling step (c) comprises the following steps:

(a) otherwise, selecting as the current address a new address, wherein the selection comprises:
   (a-1) when there are no referred data sets in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a new address uniformly at random from the seed set; and
   (a-2) when there is at least one referred data set in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a uniform real-valued random value \( r \), and where \( r \) is less than a predetermined value, selecting an address uniformly at random from the seed set to be the new address, and where \( r \) is greater than or equal to the predetermined value, selecting uniformly at random an address of one of the referred data sets to be the new address.
(b) downloading a data set corresponding to the current address;

e) adding the current address to the set of randomly selected addresses; and

(d) when the current address is not in a seed set, adding the current address to the seed set.

15. The computer program product of claim 14, wherein the random walk module further includes instructions, to be executed for each item desired in the set of randomly selected addresses, for:

(a1) when there is no existing current address, selecting as the current address an address uniformly at random from the seed set;

(a2) when there is an existing current address, selecting as the current address a new address, wherein the selection comprises:

(a2-1) when there are no more referred data sets in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a new address uniformly at random from the seed set; and

(a2-2) when there are referred data sets in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a uniform real-valued random value r, and where r is less than a predetermined value, selecting an address uniformly at random from the seed set to be the new address, and where r is greater than or equal to the predetermined value, selecting uniformly at random an address of one of the referred data sets to be the new address.

16. The computer program product of claim 15, wherein the sampling module includes instructions, to be executed for each respective distinct address in the set, for setting the reachability measure equal to a visit ed ratio comprising a ratio of visits to the respective distinct address to visits to all addresses in the set during performance of step (a).

17. The computer program product of claim 13, wherein the sampling module includes instructions, to be executed for each respective distinct address in the set, for setting the reachability measure equal to a visited ratio comprising a ratio of visits to the respective distinct address to visits to all addresses in the set during performance of step (a).

18. The computer program product of claim 15, wherein the sampling module includes instructions, to be executed for each respective distinct address in the set, for setting the reachability measure equal to a page rank comprising an estimate, computed using a predefined page rank function, of what fraction of visits in an infinitely long random walk of reachable data sets at the plurality of hosts would be to a data set at the respective distinct address.

19. The computer program product of claim 13, wherein the sampling module includes instructions, to be executed for each respective distinct address in the set, for setting the reachability measure equal to a page rank comprising an estimate, computed using a predefined page rank function, of what fraction of visits in an infinitely long random walk of reachable data sets at the plurality of hosts would be to a data set at the respective distinct address.

20. The computer program product of claim 13, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, for computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

21. The computer program product of claim 16, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

22. The computer program product of claim 17, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

23. The computer program product of claim 18, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

24. The computer program product of claim 19, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

25. A web crawler for downloading data sets from among a plurality of host computers, comprising:

one or more central processing units;

a communications interface for communicating with the host computers;

memory for storing addresses of data sets and downloaded data sets;

a random walk module, executed by the one or more central processing units, for accessing data sets at addresses, the addresses including a seed set of addresses, and generating a set of randomly selected addresses comprising addresses of referred data sets in the accessed data sets; the set of randomly selected addresses including a plurality of distinct addresses; and
a sampling module, executed by the one or more central processing units, for computing a reachability measure for each distinct address in the set of randomly selected addresses, and selecting samples from the set of randomly selected addresses, such that the probability of selecting a given distinct address is inversely proportional to the reachability measure for the distinct address, the selected samples comprising a list of near-uniform samples.

26. The web crawler of claim 25, wherein the random walk module includes instructions for:

(a) selecting a current address;
(b) downloading a data set corresponding to the current address;
(c) adding the current address to the set of randomly selected addresses; and
(d) when the current address is not in a seed set, adding the current address to the seed set.

27. The web crawler of claim 26, wherein the random walk module further includes instructions, to be executed for each item desired in the set of randomly selected addresses, for:

(a1) when there is no existing current address, selecting as the current address an address uniformly at random from the seed set;

(a2) when there is an existing current address, selecting as the current address a new address, wherein the selection comprises:

(a2-1) when there are no more referred data sets in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a new address uniformly at random from the seed set; and

(a2-2) when there are referred data sets in the data set corresponding to the current address, selecting a uniform real-valued random value r, and where r is less than a predetermined value, selecting an address uniformly at random from the seed set to be the new address, and where r is greater than or equal to the predetermined value, selecting uniformly at random an address of one of the referred data sets to be the new address.

28. The web crawler of claim 27, wherein the sampling module includes instructions, to be executed for each respective distinct address in the set, for setting the reachability measure equal to a visited ratio comprising a ratio of visits to the respective distinct address to visits to all addresses in the set during performance of step (a).

29. The web crawler of claim 25, wherein the sampling module includes instructions, to be executed for each respective distinct address in the set, for setting the reachability measure equal to a visited ratio comprising a ratio of visits to the respective distinct address to visits to all addresses in the set during performance of step (a).

30. The web crawler of claim 27, wherein the sampling module includes instructions, to be executed for each respective distinct address in the set, for setting the reachability measure equal to a page rank comprising an estimate, computed using a predefined page rank function, of what fraction of visits in an infinitely long random walk of reachable data sets at the plurality of hosts would be to a data set at the respective distinct address.

31. The web crawler of claim 25, wherein the sampling module includes instructions, to be executed for each respective distinct address in the set, for setting the reachability measure equal to a page rank comprising an estimate, computed using a predefined page rank function, of what fraction of visits in an infinitely long random walk of reachable data sets at the plurality of hosts would be to a data set at the respective distinct address.

32. The web crawler of claim 25, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, for computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples, for:

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

33. The web crawler of claim 28, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

34. The web crawler of claim 29, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

35. The web crawler of claim 30, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.

36. The web crawler of claim 31, wherein the sampling module includes instructions:

(c1) to be executed for each distinct address in the set, computing a cumulative probability density function using the reachability measure; and

(c2) to be executed for each sample desired in a list of near-uniform samples

(c2-1) selecting a random value of the cumulative probability density function; and

(c2-2) adding to the list a distinct address corresponding to the random value of the cumulative probability density function.